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A FRAGMENT OF A SARCOPHAGUS WITH MYTHOLOGICAL SCENE (THE RAPE OF PROSERPINA). W. 58.4 cm. Marble. The relief fragment shows the almost completely nude body of a female figure, viewed from behind. Her cloak
has slipped off so that it now covers only part of her thigh and lower leg. Lying on the ground with her torso twisted
slightly off axis, she uses her left arm to prop herself up, while her right arm would have been raised originally. With
her head thrown back and her gaze directed upwards, she is apparently transfixed by the scene immediately above
her, her open mouth signalling a certain agitation. Her hair is tied at the nape of her neck, although two long tresses
have broken free and are now cascading down her shoulders. Preserved above her is the writhing end of a tail, while
the lower part of a vessel of some kind can be made out just above her right foot. The type of the supine figure viewed
from behind with robes sliding off her back recurs on numerous sarcophagi whose fronts bear the abduction of Proserpina. It is therefore highly likely that our fragment, too, comes from such a context. Premised on this analogy, the
point of attachment above the left lower arm might belong to a horn of plenty and the remains of a tail to the chariot
drawn by serpents with which Ceres chases after her abducted daughter. Formerly priv. coll. Virginia, acquired from
The Folio Society, London, in 1986. Thence by descent. Roman, 2nd cent. A.D.
CHF 43,000

A FRAGMENT OF AN ANTEFIX IN THE SHAPE OF A
WOMAN'S HEAD. H. 19 cm. Reddish clay. The pretty
fragment preserves part of the face of a woman. The right
eye is almond-shaped and slightly offset by moulded
ridges. Iris, pupils, eyelashes, lid and eyebrows painted.
The mouth is shaped in the characteristic archaic smile.
The hair forms a solid mass, with two individual strands
arranged from the centre to the right. Back cursorily
smoothed. Remains of colour. Formery MM, Basel, KAM
1978; thereafter, Collection A., Switzerland. Etruscan, last
quarter of 6th cent. B.C. 		 CHF 4,800

A FRAGMENT OF A TERRACOTTA TILE. H. 10.5 cm. Clay. The fragment represents a bearded man in three-quarter profile to right.
The hair of his forehead and temples frames his face in fine, soft
curls. The beard and moustache are rendered in separate strands.
The eyelids are modelled in relief and the painted lashes are still
clearly visible. Formerly European private coll. Thereafter German
art market, 2005. Etruscan, early 4th cent. B.C.
CHF 1,600

A PLATE. H. 16 cm. Clay. Large fragment of a flat plate,
the inside of which is decorated with four magnificent
lotus flowers, arranged crosswise, three of which have
survived, framed by one narrow and one wide ring. The
convex rim is decorated with a frieze of alternating red
and black tongues with a separately modelled lip painted
black. Finely profiled ring foot, its edge painted black;
another narrower ring encircles the outer edge of the
base. Reassembled from four fragments. With Fortuna
Fine Arts, Ltd., New York, 1990s. Thereafter Stanford
Place Collection of Antiquities. Middle Corinthian, 2nd
quarter of 6th cent. B.C.		 CHF 2,200

A HANDLE-PLATE OF A COLUMN-KRATER IN THE
STYLE OF THE KYKLA PAINTER. W. 10.5 cm. Clay. Bust
of a long-haired, bearded man facing to right; outlines
and details incised. Face, neck and fillet red. Neckline of
chiton below. At upper right edge, part of the zigzag pattern decorating the topside of the krater's mouth; edges
of handle-plate coated in added red. Formerly priv. coll.,
The Netherlands (1956-1988). Greek, Middle Corinthian,
ca. 570 B.C.		 CHF 5,600
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A LEFT ARM OF FORTUNA WITH CORNUCOPIA. H.
16.3 cm. Marble. The garment which is held together
by a circular fibula and glides from the shoulder indicates that the figure represented was female. As she
holds a large cornucopia from which a rich array of
fruit emerges, there is no doubt that the statuette depicted the goddess Fortuna. Surface of break smoothed.
Formerly Coll. Nicolas Landau (1887-1979). Thereafter
priv. coll., acquired 2006, Galerie Kugel, Paris. Roman,
2nd-3rd cent. A.D.		 CHF 5,600

A VOTIVE STATUETTE OF A DRAPED FEMALE. H. 9.5 cm.
Marble. Standing figure of a woman clothed in chiton
and himation, holding a small animal in her arms. Only
summarily worked at back. Missing: head, legs below
knees. Slight surface encrustation. Formerly Coll. Yves
Saint Laurent and Pierre Bergé. Greek, Hellenistic, 2nd1st cent. B.C.		 CHF 1,600

A HEAD OF AN IDOL (DOKATHISMATA TYPE). H. 6.2 cm.
Marble. The marble art works from the Cycladic Islands
are characterised by a simple, timeless elegance, and as
material evidence testifying to one of the earliest high
cultures of mankind, they exercise a great fascination on
the modern beholder. The almost triangular head of the
Dokathismata type curves backwards elegantly. It has a
slender, plastically accentuated nose and a pointed chin.
The long, slender neck is almost entirely preserved. Nose
and top of head slightly worn. Reddish and yellow discolourations in the stone. Formerly Venetian priv. coll.,
acquired ca. 1960s-1970s. Thence by descent. Early Cycladic II, ca. 2700-2300 B.C.		 CHF 12,000

A LEFT FOOT OF A CHILD. W. 12 cm. Marble. From a statue
of Eros or a child. Little toe and heel slightly worn. Otherwise beautifully preserved Formerly priv. coll. W. Froelich,
New York, 1970s. Roman, 2nd cent. A.D.		 CHF 7,500

A GRIFFIN PROTOME. H. 15.5 cm. Marble. An upright
crest with triangular protrusions crowns the griffin's
slightly asymmetrical head and extends far down its
neck. The ears are pricked and turned forwards attentively. The spherical eyes, which are located at distinctly different positions on either side of the head, are set beneath
arched eyebrows. The base of the beak is surrounded by
skin folds on both sides. A short fur collar envelopes
the neck. Tip of beak lost; tips of ears and crest slightly
worn. Iron-oxide patina. The left side of the protome was
more evenly sculpted by the artist, whereas the right side
where the eye is shifted downwards seems to have been
treated more summarily. Protomes of this kind originally
adorned tall, voluminous griffin cauldrons. In the case of
our specimen, which was probably made in Attica, the
left side may have been conceived as the main view. Formerly Coll. Fondation Thétis, Geneva, Switzerland, published in 1987. Greek, 4th cent. B.C. 		 CHF 8,600
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A FOOT OF A CISTA WITH SWANS. W. 9.2 cm. Bronze.
Corner of a square cista with a lion's paw as foot.
Above it, two facing swans on an acanthus leaf with
volutes. Reverse with a ledge on which the corner of the
cista was placed. Three wing-tips either worn or missing. Formerly Coll. Louis-Gabriel Bellon (1819-1899).
Old collection label: "323". Etruscan, 1st half of 3rd
cent. B.C.		 CHF 3,800

A NECKLACE WITH THREE PENDANTS IN THE FORM
OF A WOMAN'S BUST. H. ca. 2.8 cm. Gold. The three
appliques are all the same size and were probably also
integrated in a piece of jewellery in Antiquity. They are
each set in a gold frame which follows the contours of
the appliques. They are arranged as pendants that are
connected by means of several gold chain links. The female busts with long, wavy hair are represented frontally
and probably depict a goddess who cannot, however, be
identified with certainty. The S-shaped gold fastener is
modern. Height of the ancient appliques: 2.8 cm. Length
of necklace: 43.2 cm. Probably Northern Greece (Thrace).
Formerly priv. coll R. S., LA County, before 1997. Greek,
Hellenistic, 3rd-1st cent. B.C.		 CHF 8,800
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A FRAGMENT OF A MUSE SARCOPHAGUS. H. 33 cm. Marble. A section is preserved from the upper left portion of a
sarcophagus front, which would originally have been decorated with figures of the nine Muses, paratactically arranged.
Head and shoulders survive of Terpsichore, “delight in dancing", whose realm was dance and the dramatic chorus. She
is readily identified by her attribute, the lyre, whose upright arms are prominently formed of gnarled horn. In her right
hand, she holds a plectrum for the plucking of the instrument's strings. Her place in the canonical arrangement, reading
from the far left side of the panel, is often standing adjacent to Polymnia, Muse of sacred poetry who usually begins the
series, pensive, fully wrapped in her mantle, in meditative mood leaning to right with her elbow resting atop a pillar.
Strikingly, however, Terpsichore is here given not the expected comely features of a youthful divinity, but rather those
of the deceased, a notably realistic portrait of a woman both aged and world-weary, her left arm languidly draped over
the lyre's crossbar. Both the choice of decorative scheme and the assimilation of the client's identity as the "ninth Muse"
clearly reflect the taste of the Roman upper class for Greek culture and literature as social refinements to be carried over
into the afterlife. The distinctive dressing of her hair reflects a fashion favoured by female members of the imperial family, of Late- to Post-Severan date, such as Julia Mamaea, the mother of Alexander Severus (r. 222-235) whose reign marks
the end of the dynasty, and the empresses Tranquillina and Otacilia Severa in the 240s. From ca. 110-120 A.D., Rome was
established as the principal centre for the production of sarcophagi in the imperial west, and this example is doubtless
the creation of a Metropolitan Roman workshop. Slight damage and wear to surfaces. Formerly Paris art market, Hôtel
Drouot; Paris, priv. coll.; Paris art market., Sylvain Levy-Alban, acquired ca. 1984-1985; Collection Hurst, UK, purchased
ca. 1990; UK art market.; Zurich art market. Roman, Late- to Post-Severan, 2nd quarter of 3rd cent. A.D. CHF 36,000

PART OF A STATUETTE OF A WOMAN. H. 10.3 cm.
Terracotta, polychromy. Attractive fragment showing a
young woman with melon coiffure. The well-preserved
polychromy makes her amiable facial features seem exceptionally life-like. The eyes and eyebrows are painted black, the lips red. The shade of orange selected for
the skin extends over the neck and left breast. It follows
that that breast is bared, whereas the other is concealed
behind a mantle with thick border, which is pulled up
over the head and where there are traces of green paint
in places. This allows the figure to be identified as the
goddess Isis – or Aphrodite, who in Ptolemaic Egypt was
equated with her. She might have been a kourotrophos,
i.e. a figure cradling a child. Around her neck is a chain
painted in red. Large areas of white clay slip and remains
of black paint in the hair. Formerly priv. coll. Rhode Island. Egypt, Ptolemaic Period, 3rd cent. B.C.		
CHF 1,600

A HANDLE OF AN ARYBALLOS. L. 10 cm. Bronze. Of angular shape with an extremely well-shaped Late Classical
palmette. Formerly European priv. coll., acquired in the
late 19th century. Thence by descent. Thereafter London
art market, 2010. Greek, 5th cent. B.C.
CHF 1,600
A HEAD OF A HORSE. H. 15.5 cm. Marble. The powerful and naturalistic modelling of this expressive head clearly
reveals its bony structure, thereby creating the impression of physical exertion. This is particularly evident when one
beholds the deep vertical grooves above the bulging brows. The round, slightly protruding eyes have energetically
drilled, comma-shaped pupils, whereas the lower lid is rendered by a fine incision. The upright mane is structured by
short drilled channels. The harness is modelled in relief and the point where the straps cross at the temples is adorned
with small discs. The left side of the head is somewhat flatter then the right side, indicating that it may have been part
of a relief, a hypothesis that is supported by the way in which the horse turns its head to the right. This motif as well as
the sculpture's style are reminiscent of the horses' heads which were worked in the round found on hunting sarcophagi
depicting scenes from the myths of Hippolytus or Meleager and dating from the Late Antonine and Severan Periods.
Part of ears preserved. Front section of mane and muzzle slightly worn. Fragment of a relief from a sarcophagus or a
narrative frieze. Formerly priv. coll., South Germany, mid 1960s. Roman, Late Antonine-Severan, last quarter of 2nd1st quarter 3rd cent. A.D.			
CHF 8,800
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A HEAD OF A CHILD, POSSIBLY EROS. H. 9.5 cm. Clay,
white slip, red paint. The boy's round face bears chubby, child-like features interrupted only by the shallow
dimples surrounding his snub nose and tiny mouth with
finely curved lips. With wide-open eyes, he stares out at
the viewer with curiosity. Thick hair coiled up on top of
the head and tied into a braid laid back over the head.
Remains of white ground, especially on the left side of
the face, in places with traces of pink representing the
flesh; traces of brown in the hair. Sculpted in the round.
Fired hollow. Fragments missing from chin and crown.
Head of a statuette. Formerly priv. coll. Switzerland.
Western Greek, 4th cent. B.C.
CHF 1,200

A BLACK-FIGURE CUP TYPE A (EYE CUP), ATTRIBUTED
TO THE KROKOTOS GROUP. Dm 28 cm. Orange Attic
clay, black glaze, added white and red. The inside is decorated with a Gorgoneion with four black dots on the
forehead. The outside is adorned with Dionysos with a
drinking horn, surrounded by ivy and accompanied by
his wife Ariadne. They stand between large eyes with ivy
branches for brows. The painter has painted grapevines
under the handles, the grapes extend onto the exterior.
The bottom of the outside is embellished with alternating
reserved and black rays. Red opaque paint for the pupils,
vine leaves and robes; white opaque paint to articulate
female flesh, eyes and fabric pattern. Reassembled; parts
missing from the tondo, wall and foot restored in reserve
and either primed or retouched in black. Opaque paint in

A FRAGMENT WITH CHARIOT RACE FROM THE CIRCLE
OF THE LEAGROS GROUP. W. max. 12 cm. Clay, black
glaze, white paint. The scene on this fragment comes
from a frieze from the neck of a column krater. The picture field is delimited above and below by a fine line. The
lower line serves as base line for the quadriga that enters the picture field on the left. Close to the edge of the
fragment, a part of the chariot is still recognizable. Immediately in front of the horses a section of the chariot
from the preceding quadriga is preserved. The charioteer
guides his horses with outstretched arms and wears the
characteristic foldless, white chiton which is painted in
added white. The reverse of the thick fragment is glazed
black. Former Coll. Vicomte du Dresnay, 1918. Thereafter Coll. G. C., Paris. Old label with inv. no. “08036" on
reverse. Attic, 510-500 B.C.
CHF 2,800

A HANDLE OF AN OINOCHOE. H. 14 cm. Bronze. Curved
strap handle which ends in a Gorgoneion. Wild ringlets
of hair, some rising upwards, frame the face of Medusa.
Snake's heads emerge from the two horns on her head.
The bodies of the snakes form a knot under her chin. The
round drill holes of the pupils were possibly originally
inlaid in silver. Surface of handle corroded, the lower
edge of the Gorgoneion partially trimmed. Formerly Coll.
Louis-Gabriel Bellon (1819-1899). Roman, 1st cent. B.C.1st cent. A.D.
CHF 1,600
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large part abraded. Formerly MM, Basel, 1976. Attic, ca.
530-510 B.C. 		 CHF 12,000

A FRAGMENT OF A CORINTHIAN CAPITAL. H. 25 cm.
Marble. Preserved here are the moulded corner volute,
the acanthus leaf out of which it springs, and a section
of the concave abacus whose upper face, on which the
architrave would have rested, is intact. The reverse of a
small area of the abacus has been smoothed and it was
directly underneath this that the volute of the adjoining
face would have abutted the preserved volute along a
diagonal axis. On closer inspection, the beginnings of
a second volute can be made out. The breaks were later
coarsely worked with a pick to produce a plane surface.
Acanthus leaf on the underside with short, deep bore
channels and single bore holes. On the upper face of
the abacus the handwritten note “Tempio di Romolo
1932”. One tip of the acanthus leaf has broken off. Volute
slightly worn. Formerly priv. coll. L. R., California, from
the estate of the collector's parents who acquired several
antiquities during their travels to Europe in the 1930s.
Thereafter priv. coll. Thousand Oaks, California. Roman,
2nd-3rd cent. A.D.		 CHF 1,800

A HEAD OF A KILIYA IDOL. H. 4,4 cm. Marble. Heavily stylized head, triangular in shape with rudimentary
ears. Convex face with long, ridge-like nose. The neck
is disproportionately slender. Slight encrustation on the
edge of the right half of the face. Nose tip worn. Reverse
of the neck slightly chipped. Formerly priv. coll. Jacline
Mazard, New York, USA, 1975-2016. Western Asia, 4th3rd mill. B.C. 		 CHF 7,800
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Both the relief tablet (pinax) showing a cultic
scene from Lokroi (fig. 2) and the two female
protomes (figs. 3–4) on offer at Gallery Cahn
belong to this category of standardized votive
offering. The pinax belongs to a votive series
from the sanctuary of Persephone in Lokroi
Epizephyrioi in Lower Italy. Originally painted and furnished with holes, such pinakes
were intended to be hung up at the sanctuary. With its festively clad young worshipper
with a taenia in her hand, this one affords us
a glimpse of the cultic acts performed there.

Fig. 3: A FEMALE PROTOME. H. 25.5 cm. Clay. Western
Greek, Classical Period, 4th cent. B.C.
CHF 12,000

The two protomes were mould-made, bearing a relief on the front face. The woman in
the Classical protome, presumably the representation of a worshipper, wears a stephane
with veil. The head of the Archaic protome is
crowned with a polos that characterizes the
subject as a goddess. Many of the protomes
also had holes on the upper edge allowing
them to be suspended.

Fig. 4: A GODDESS. H. 17 cm. Clay. Western Greek,
Archaic Period, 2nd half of 6th cent. B.C. CHF 2,400

Such objects could be purchased in the immediate vicinity of the sanctuary. The small
rooms to the left and right of the Sacred Way
linking Pergamon to the Asklepieion situated
on its outskirts, for example, were originally
shops for the sale of votive offerings.

In all three cases, young women or their
family members would have presented these
votive offerings – along with a petition for
the fertility, renewal, and preservation of nature – to Persephone, Aphrodite, Hera, or the
Mother Goddess Demeter.

As this brief excursion shows, ancient votive
offerings are so plentiful and multifarious
that they defy any easy classification. We
shall turn our attention to another group of
these objects in the next edition of Cahn's
Quarterly.

Ancient Home Decor

AN APPLIQUE IN THE FORM OF BACCHUS’ OR A MAENAD’S HEAD. H. 10.2 cm. Bronze. Crowned with an opulent
wreath of ivy leaves and corymbs, this youthful head with its wild, tousled hair can only belong to the god of wine,
Bacchus, or to a member of his entourage, either a maenad or a satyr. The idealised face with its elongated oval shape
and tapering chin, slightly curved forehead, flat eyebrows which transition elegantly into the long, slender nose, small
mouth with full, sensuously arched lips and pronounced, slightly hanging chin is firmly rooted in the stylistic idiom
of the Hellenistic Period, which lingered on well into the Roman Imperial Period. Hollow case, details in careful cold
work. The applique may have adorned a piece of furniture. Nose and the tips of a few leaves slightly worn. Formerly
German priv. coll., acquired prior to 1961. Late Hellenistic to Roman Empire, 1st cent. B.C.-2nd cent. A.D.		
			
CHF 9,800
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A PART OF A TRIPOD SUPPORT IN THE FORM OF A
GOAT LEG WITH SWAN’S HEAD. H. 8.7 cm. Bronze. Naturalistically shaped leg of a goat, from whose upper end
the head of a swan with elegantly curved neck emerges.
The texture of the feathers and the beak is rendered by
fine incisions. At the transition between the two figural
elements the beginnings of a slightly curved horizontal
bar that continues to the rear. A small support is attached
to the highest point of the swan’s head. This small fragment undoubtedly comes from an ornamental object.
Such objects impress us through their wealth of ideas and
shapes and were a component of the lavish decoration of
Roman villas. Our object may have come from a tripod
stand. In Pompeii larger examples with similar decoration
that served as table supports were found. Formerly priv.
coll. S. D., USA (East Coast), acquired before 1997. Roman,
1st-3rd cent. A.D.		 CHF 1,500
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A THYMIATERION. H. 45 cm. Bronze. The cat climbing
up the thin shaft is stalking the promisingly close bird
just ahead of it. At the top of the piece is a flat dish with
square frame with two birds perched on the corners. Two
more, now lost, birds once sat opposite them, as the rivet
holes indicate. The shaft is supported by a tripod in the
form of humanoid legs with palmettes hanging in the
spandrels between them. Shaft with fine spiral incising.
Dish reattached. Formerly Coll. Alfred Martin Escher,
Zürich, 1950s. Etruscan, 4th cent. B.C.		 CHF 7,800

A TREFOIL-MOUTHED OINOCHOE WITH HANDLE
APPLIQUES. H. 15.2 cm. Bronze. Ovoid vessel with short
neck and flared trefoil mouth. Soldered onto the reverse
is a separately made arched handle with two fine ribs and
figural termini: an applique with the youthful face of a
woman on the mouth and an applique with a head of Silenus on the body. Wall, rim and base repaired. Formerly
US art market, 2013. Label on base: “FOR 9”. Etruscan,
5th cent. B.C.		 CHF 5,800

A THRONE ATTACHMENT. L. 24.3 cm. Bronze. Octagonal, hollow handle whose curved end is shaped as a
duck’s head. The eyes are rendered by a deep drill hole
for the pupil framed by lids adorned by a line frieze. Delicately engraved lines along the lower edge of the beak.
As the object would be unusually large for a ladle, this
attractive fragment is more likely to be a furniture fitting, and may have adorned the back of a throne. Representations of such thrones can be found on black-figure
vases. Formerly with a Bavarian art dealer, acquired ca.
2007 on the German art market. Etruscan or Western
Greek, 5th cent. B.C.		 CHF 14,000

A COLUMN WITH FLORAL RELIEF DECORATION.
H. 39.2 cm. Marble. A slim column lavishly decorated with (acanthus?) leaves overlapping like scales and
with flowers arranged between them at regular intervals.
Upper edge of the column separately modelled like an
ovolos. Underside with anathyrosis. Deep drill hole in
the middle on both sides. The column is modelled in
the round for viewing from all sides; it therefore seems
probable that it served as a decorative support, possibly
for a double herm, examples of which are known to us
from Pompeii. The relief work matches the decorative
taste and style of many Early Imperial works of the 1st
cent. A.D. Reassembled from four fragments. Encrustation in places. Formerly Coll. Max Hagemann, prior to
1964. Roman, 1st cent. A.D.		 CHF 2,800
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A FOOT OF A CANDELABRUM. H. 9.2 cm. Bronze. This magnificent candelabrum stands on three lion's paws. Each
interstice between the legs is adorned by a broad, heart-shaped leaf with finely engraved veins. The ends of the leaves
reach all the way up to the hollow shaft, of which the base is preserved. The shaft would originally have been fairly
long and have ended in an ornamental support for the oil lamp. Tips of leaves slightly worn. Two ends of the leaves
partially preserved. Examples of this type have been found in Pompeii. Comes with three candelabrum fragments (two
shaft fragments and one foot support), most probably from the same find context. With Sasson Gallery, Jerusalem,
prior to 2000. Roman, 1st cent. A.D.			
CHF 2,800
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AN OIL LAMP. L. 12 cm. Bronze. The bronze lamp narrows at one end and stands on a ring foot. The handle takes
the form of two entwined snakes. Both openings on the tondo are closed by hinged lids. The lid covering the hole for
the dock takes the form of a seashell, while the other is round with a ring handle. Intact. Formerly Swiss art market,
February 1983, acquired from the Coll. G. Ortiz. Roman, 1st cent. B.C.-2nd cent. A.D.
CHF 18,000

A SILVER OINOCHOE. H. 18.3 cm. Silver. Elegantly curved, piriform vessel with slightly flared neck and
thickened lip. Low, conical foot with flat base. S-shaped
handle with point of attachment articulated as a leaf. The
neck and upper part of the body decorated with finely
turned grooves. Surface slightly corroded in places. Formerly priv. coll. JVB, s'Hertogenbosch, Netherlands; acquired ca. 1990. Roman, 2nd-3rd cent. A.D. CHF 7,800

A PILLAR FRAGMENT. H. 15 cm. Limestone. Fragment
of a pillar sawn up in Antiquity with a relief on two
sides. On one side a coiled tendril with panicle and
cupped leaves, on the other a bell flower sprouting
another coiled tendril. Worn, with chipped edges in
places. Formerly Coll. Max Hagemann, prior to 1964.
Western Greek, 2nd half of 4th cent. B.C.
CHF 1,800
A SMALL FEMALE HEAD WITH WREATH. H. 4.8 cm.
Terracotta. The head of this young woman is adorned by
a wreath and turned slightly to the left. Her slender neck
has several rings of Venus. Her hair is arranged in the
“melon coiffure” that was so popular in Hellenistic times.
The charming face is carefully modelled and the full lips
smile at the beholder. Mould-made and hand-finished.
Tips of the leaves of the wreath slightly worn. Hair at the
nape of the neck partially preserved. From a statuette.
Formerly priv. coll. Germany, since the 1980s. Greek or
Western Greek, 3rd cent. B. C.		 CHF 1,200

A FLASK. H. 21.5 cm. Glass. Greenish, shimmering,
translucent flask with a pear-shaped body, slender neck
and broad, folded lip. Freely blown. Iridescence. Formerly estate of Philippe Stoll, Strasbourg. Roman, Eastern
Mediterranean, 1st-2nd cent. A.D.		 CHF 2,900

A FISH PLATE. Dm. 18.6 cm. Clay, white and pink
paint. Flat plate on low foot with broad overhanging
lip adorned by a wave band on the exterior. Four bream
swimming clockwise around the centre in red-figure
technique. A rosette in the central concavity. Reassembled out of large fragments. Formerly priv. coll. L. S.,
LA County, USA, acquired prior to 2000. Western Greek,
Apulian, ca. 340-320 B.C.
CHF 8,800
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A BLACK-FIGURE OINOCHOE. H. 22.4 cm. Clay. Two
hoplites crouching towards the left, covering themselves
with small round shields, wearing Corinthian helmets.
They are armed each with two spears and one sword.
Behind each one, a tendril. Line and dots as ornaments.
Red colour. Reassembled from fragments, complete.
Slightly worn. Formerly coll. H. W., Switzerland, acquired 1980. Attic, ca. 510 B.C.		 CHF 16,000

A RIBBED BOWL. Dm. 15.6 cm. Pale green translucent
glass. Robust glass bowl with thirty-four ribs arranged
radially around the slightly raised base. The rounded rim
is slightly off-set on the interior by a fine groove. Somewhat further down the interior wall two further grooves.
Mould-made. Interior ground smooth, exterior polished.
Intact. Isings Form 3. Formerly Coll. Y. S., UK, acquired
in the 1980s. Roman, 1st cent. A.D.		 CHF 3,400

A BLACK-FIGURE SIANA CUP, ATTRIBUTED TO THE HEIDELBERG PAINTER. Dm. 25.6 cm. Clay. The tondo on the inside of the cup surrounded by red and black tongues contains two nude, bearded men, wrestling each other. The highly
skilled painter succeeds in reproducing their athletic, antithetically arranged bodies in three-quarter profile, which has
the effect of lending the combat scene an extraordinary dynamism. On the outside of the vessel, the reserved zone
between the handles with the carination running through it on one side shows two dancing men with onlookers. On
the other side, the reserved picture field is filled with a procession of galloping men on horseback. Handles, upper
face of the foot and lower part of the body (interrupted by four reserved stripes) black-glazed. Reassembled. Minor
retouching. Siana Cups, which are named after their findspot, the necropolis of the ancient city of Siana on the island
of Rhodes, are a group of Attic, black-figure cups which especially in the 2nd and 3rd quarters of the 6th century B.C.
were very popular. The offset mouth rim and concave foot are characteristic of this type of cup. The base as a rule is
decorated with a pictorial tondo framed by a band of tongues or other ornaments. The Heidelberg Painter, alongside
the C-Painter, counts as the most important exponent of this genre. Formerly Millard and Mary Sheets Collection,
California, acquired in the 1960s, thence by descent. Millard Sheets (1907-1989) was a renowned Californian artist
whose work appears on buildings and museums worldwide. Attic, ca. 560-550 B.C.
CHF 28,000

A BEAKER. H. 9.8 cm. Whitish glass. Biconical beaker
with everted lip, rim rounded. Funnel-shaped foot with
bonding scar. Slightly iridescent. Fine fissures. Formerly in the collection of Saeed Motamed (1925-2013), acquired between 1953 and the early 1990s. Roman, Eastern Mediterranean, 3rd-4th cent. A.D.		 CHF 1,200

CQ

A BOWL WITH DECORATED RIM. Dm. 17 cm. Yellow-green glass. Bell-shaped bowl standing on a low,
flared foot decorated with fine diagonal grooves. Expansively flared mouth whose thick lip is offset by a ridge and
furnished with fine puncture marks in places, the effect
of which is to lend rhythm to the rim. Thin glass thread
trailed round the underside of the mouth at the transition
to the body. Silvery iridescence. Intact. Formerly Christopher Sheppard, London art market until 1980. New
York art gallery until 1990. Priv. coll. Martin Wunsch,
New York, 1980s-1990s. Roman, 3rd-4th cent. A.D.
		 CHF 5,500
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Intricate and Playful – Ornamentation in Antiquity

New Artworks Monthly
on www.cahn.ch
A BLACK-FIGURE NECK-AMPHORA. H. 33.5 cm. Clay.
A: Quadriga, hoplites and Athena (in the Gigantomachy?). B: Warriors in close-quarter combat. Reassembled from fragments, with very slight losses. A prominent kiln-dent on each side. On the reserved underside
of the foot, a graffito: sigma-epsilon ligature. This small,
well-preserved neck-amphora is a typical product of late
sixth-century Athenian black-figure pottery, which was
still produced in some quantities for the export market
during the rising ascendancy of red-figure. In style,
it has points of contact with works by the Euphiletos
Painter, the Painter of Villa Giulia M 482, and the RedLine Painter. Formerly W. Rosenbaum, Ascona, before
1984. Attic, ca. 510-500 B.C.		 CHF 38,000

A RED-FIGURE CALYX-KRATER, ATTRIBUTED TO THE
NIOBID PAINTER. H. 26 cm. Clay. This medium-sized,
thick-rimmed krater with short, upturned handles, stands
on a foot in two degrees with convex ring. Side A shows
a warrior departing for battle: At the left edge is a woman
facing right, clad in a floral chiton and himation with a
fillet in her hair, holding an oinochoe in her hand. Facing
her in the middle is a warrior in full armour with Attic
helmet, lance and large round shield facing left, holding
a phial for the parting libation in his right hand. Unusually, a shield apron drapes down from the middle of the
outside of his shield. The Doric column between the two
figures partially obscures the phial. Behind the warrior is
the bearded master of the house with cloak and sceptre,
facing left. Side B shows another valedictory scene: The
woman at left wearing a chiton and cloak is handing a
phial to the man facing her at right, a warrior with pilos
helmet leaning on a staff. Overhanging the two scenes
is a moulded ledge with an encircling ovolos followed
by a band of ivy in black, both finely framed, above it.
Adorning the outside of the step defining the shoulder of
the vessel is a frieze of double, right-facing maeanders
interrupted by crossed tiles. Above the handles on either
side are two palmettes leading into elaborate, volute-like
coiled tendrils, some with lotus flowers. Reassembled;
handle restored; foot not original; a fragment on the rim
restored; surface losses refilled. Formerly private coll.,
Paris, before 1970. Thereafter Auction Pierre Bergé, 27
January 2009, lot 351. Thereafter Royal Athena Galleries,
New York, 2010. Attic, ca. 450-440 B.C. Price on request
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A SMALL RED-FIGURE LEKYTHOS. H. 11.8 cm. Clay. The
ornamental decoration on the front of the body of the
lekythos is divided into three friezes: a band of maeander at the top, palmettes and volutes in the centre and a
band of laurel at the bottom. The reverse of the lekythos
is glazed black. Two concentric bands of tongues on
the flat shoulder. The robust, offset foot adorned with
a fine groove. Interior and exterior of mouth, exterior
of handle, top and part of the side of the foot glazed
black. Neck and handle reattached, neck filled with stucco. Glaze partially abraded. Formerly Coll. J.M. E., New
York, acquired from Gallery G. Puhze, Freiburg, in October 1984. Attic, ca. 450-425 B.C.
CHF 3,000

A RED-FIGURE TREFOIL OINOCHOE. H. 18.9 cm. Clay, red and white paint. This bulbous oinochoe with trefoil mouth
belongs to the group of Phlyax vases, a group of vases from Lower Italy, whose scenes can be traced back to the comic
dramas of Greek theatre. Our vase shows a pot-bellied comic actor with naked upper body, breeches, mantle, conical
hat and over-long, almost erect sex. The picture field is framed by a wave pattern at top and bottom and an arrow
frieze on either side. Ring foot and rim slightly worn. Paint slightly chipped in places. Formerly Swiss art market,
February 1983. Campanian or Apulian, 4th cent. B.C.		
CHF 18,500

A FRAGMENT OF A PILASTER CAPITAL. H. 28 cm. Marble. A volute curls upwards between two acanthus leaves.
Above it, a row of alternating acanthus and lanceolate leaves crowned by a Lesbian cymation. Traces of the original polychromy preserved. Lower right corner slightly worn. Formerly Coll. Marchioness of Dufferin and Ava,
1960s-1970s. Previously Coll. Julian Sands. Roman, 2nd half of 1st cent. A.D.
CHF 22,000
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A PILLAR FRAGMENT. H. 15 cm. Limestone. Fragment
of a pillar sawn up in Antiquity with a relief on two
sides. On one side a coiled tendril with panicle and
cupped leaves, on the other a bell flower sprouting another coiled tendril. Worn, with chipped edges in places.
Formerly Coll. Max Hagemann, prior to 1964. Southern
Italy, 2nd half of 4th cent. B.C.
CHF 1,800
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A RED-FIGURE JUG WITH SPOUT. H. 16 cm. Clay, black glaze. Squat, bellied body on flat base, wide neck with everted rim, broad strap handle that juts over the rim and tubular spout on the shoulder. To the right of the spout, a nude
satyr wearing shoes and holding a thyrsos staff in his left hand is seated on a wine amphora. He holds an offering
bowl with his left hand. A stele and an open window before him. To the left of the spout, a nude satyr shouldering
a thyrsos staff dances in front of a krater that stands on the ground. A suspended ivy vine and a drinking horn on
the ground enliven the background. A band of ovolos around the neck, wave pattern around the rim and a frieze of
lines around the base of the spout. Palmettes below the handle. Polychromy partially faded, red preliminary drawing
visible. Reassembled from fragments, smaller lacunae restored. Priv. coll. Basel, acquired from Cahn Auktionen AG,
Basel, Auction 1, 25.9.2006, lot 441. Lucanian, early 4th cent. B.C.
CHF 38,000

A FISH-PLATE. Dm 18.6 cm. Clay, white and pink
paint. Flat plate on low foot with broad overhanging
lip adorned by a wave band on the exterior. Four bream
swimming clockwise around the centre in red-figure
technique. A rosette in the central concavity. Reassembled out of large fragments. Formerly priv. coll. L.A.
County, USA, acquired prior to 2000. Western Greek,
Apulian, ca. 340-320 B.C.
CHF 8,800

A PILASTER WITH RELIEF DECORATION. H. 25.5 cm.
Marble. All four sides of this decorative fragment of a
pillar are sculpted in low relief. One of the two broader
sides is adorned by a female figure, possibly a maenad,
whose cloak is slung over her left shoulder and passed
below her left armpit. She holds a flower in her raised
left hand and wears a wreath or fillet on her head. The
opposite side is decorated by a luxuriant flower arrangement with a lotus blossom flanked by ears of grain. Both
of the narrow sides are adorned by a tendril of flowers.
All four picture fields are bordered by a profiled frame.
Upper part of an architectural element which may have
formed the base of a candelabrum. Slightly worn. Formerly Swiss art market, February 1983. Roman, late 1st
cent. B.C.-early 1st cent. A.D.
CHF 22,000

A NESTORIS (XENON GROUP). H. 16.8 cm. Clay. Biconical; loop strap handles; profiled foot. Decorated with a
vine motif on A and an olive branch on B; ornamental
friezes. Reassembled, two fragments of lower part restored. Xenon Group. Formerly Estate Wladimir Rosenbaum (1894–1984), before 1984. Western Greek, Apulian, 3rd quarter of 4th-early 3rd cent. B.C. CHF 1,800

A SMALL RED-FIGURE LEKYTHOS. H. 11.4 cm. Clay.
Vessel for storing oil with slender neck, trumpet-shaped
mouth, a body that broadens slightly and disc-foot
(shape of the Petit Palais Type, cf. J.D. Beazley, Attic
Red-Figure Vase-Painters, Oxford2 1963, 675 f.). A frieze
of lines on the reserved shoulder, below it, four palmettes
linked by tendrils. The body of the vessel is bordered at
the top by a maeander. The picture field depicts a cloaked
youth to left holding the knotty staff typical of Athenian
citizens in his outstretched right hand. The left arm below the garment is akimbo. Traces of a white fillet visible in his short hair. The facial features with heavy chin
are typical of the Severe Style. Minor wear to surface
retouched, paint partially abraded. From the estate of a
Swiss private collector; object was acquired 1987 from
Fortuna, Zurich. Attic, ca. 480 B.C.		 CHF 2,800
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The Battle of the Sexes: Gender Roles in Antiquity

New Artworks Monthly
on www.cahn.ch
A MUMMY MASK OF A WOMAN. H. 21.6 cm. Stucco,
white slip, gilding. Mask of a woman with wavy, partially incised and partially black painted strands of hair
framing the low brow; above each ear, a small corkscrew
curl. Large, almond-shaped eyes, the lids offset with a
fine grey line, pupils delineated with dark grey. The flat
arches of the eyebrows merge with the narrow bridge of
the nose. The lips with traces of red paint form a fine,
almost Archaic smile, met by the pointed oval marking
the chin. Below, soft transition to the neck. Both earlobes
adorned with golden creols with globular attachments.
On the left of the neck, a black corkscrew curl and three
beads of a necklace. Inside not smoothed, part of the
top edge lost, and a few fragments reattached. Fissures
at the lower edge. Formerly in the collection of George
Tudor (1792-1857). At the lower edge of the interior, an
old oval label inscribed “George Tudor” inside a frame,
and walking lions, one wearing a crown. Next to it, an
old label with an inventory number: "565". Priv. coll.,
Cologne. Thereafter priv. coll., Cologne. Roman Egypt,
1st quarter of 2nd cent. A.D.		 CHF 18,000

A STATUETTE OF A SEATED WOMAN. H. 15.5 cm. Clay.
The young woman sits on a rock, wrapped in a mantle
that drapes over her slim body in sometimes loose, sometimes taut folds, and covers her head almost entirely,
while affording us a glimpse of her amiable, very finely
worked facial features. Her chiton peeps out from well
below the knee and from there falls down to the ground.
Traces of pale blue on a white ground on the mantle. Formerly Collection Camille Lécuyer, France, 1905. Old collection label with inv. no. 519. Greek, possibly Tanagra,
3rd cent. B.C. 		 CHF 7,600

A DRAPED FEMALE RIDING A MULE. H. 12.5 cm. Terracotta. The mule is depicted with its head slightly raised,
walking to the right with a young woman riding side
saddle on its back. The woman’s chiton and himation
cling to her body in ample folds, covering her almost
completely so that the viewer can glimpse only the eyes,
forehead and part of her fine nose. Mould-made, firing
hole on the reverse. Remains of white clay slip and pale
blue paint. Reassembled out of large fragments. Relatively rare motif, though examples from Boeotia are known.
Formerly Collection H. Hoek, Riehen, Switzerland. Greek,
Hellenistic, 3rd-2nd cent. B.C. 		 CHF 8,800
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A STATUETTE OF A WARRIOR. H. 10 cm. Clay, black and
red paint. His helmet with long plume, nose-guard and
protruding ears painted red. Traces of paint on the figure's back and shoulders indicate that his garment was
also painted red. Black paint is used for the eyes, the
eyebrows and the beard. The warrior's right arm crosses
his body as he unsheathes his now missing sword. In his
left hand he holds a shield with a round central boss decorated with a pattern of circles and lines. The lower part
of the body broken off. Shield, nose, right ear and chin
slightly worn. Formerly Coll. E.H. Lawrence (1817-1891).
Thereafter Sotheby's London, April 1892, lot no. 525. Inscription in red ink on reverse: “LAWRENCE COLL: LOT
525. p 818.”. Cypriote, 7th-6th cent. B.C.		 CHF 3,800

A TERRACOTTA STATUETTE OF AN EPHEBE. H. 10.5 cm.
Clay, white paint. He sits on a stone in a slightly slumped
posture with his right hand placed on his right knee and
his left hand resting in his lap. He wears a short-sleeved
chiton under a finely pleated chlamys which is fastened
by a fibula on his right shoulder. Reverse only summarily sculpted. Traces of white paint. The head is reattached
and the right foot is missing, otherwise well preserved.
The figure may have worn a now missing hat. From The
Fine Arts Museums, San Francisco, California, acquired
by the museum in the late 19th-early 20th century, and
subsequently sold to benefit the Acquisition Fund. Old
label “28” on the back, two hand-written inv. nos. on the
inside of the statuette. Greek, Boeotia, 3rd cent. B.C.		
		 CHF 1,800
A RARE STATUETTE OF A CHARIOTEER. H. 7.3 cm. Bronze. The charioteer stands with his legs close together; his outstretched arms once held the reins. He wears his hair short. Large, almond-shaped eyes with irises framed by broad lids.
He is dressed in a short chiton set off by ribbons and a cloak fastened at the right shoulder. Drawn diagonally across his
chest, this cascades to the ground in front of his right leg. The sheath of a sword is suspended from his left hip. Private
coll. Zurich. Etruscan, mid-5th cent. B.C.
CHF 24,000

A RECUMBANT SYMPOSIAST. L. 6.1 cm. Bronze.
He lies comfortably, with his legs almost completely extended, and supports his upper body on his left
arm. His right arm rests on his thighs. He gestures
with his hands as if speaking. A cloak is wrapped
around his body in broad folds, leaving his chest
and right shoulder bare. His almond-shaped eyes
and smiling mouth are typical of the Archaic Period. His rich hair is held together by a narrow fillet
and reaches down to the nape of his neck. Fingers
and feet slightly worn. The recessed underside indicates that the piece was used as an applique, probably from a bowl. Formerly Coll. Jean-Marie Talleux,
Grand Fort Philippe, France. Thereafter, MuM AG,
Basel, July 1953; Coll. Franz Trau, Vienna, before
1955; auction sale: Antikensammlung Nachlass
Franz Trau, 2nd part, Galerie Fischer, Lucerne, 21
June 1955, 18 no. 183, pl. 7; priv. coll., Zurich.
Etruscan, ca. 480 B.C.
CHF 14,500
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A SMALL RED-FIGURE LEKYTHOS. H. 16 cm. Clay. The
body of the lekythos depicts a youth wearing a chlamys;
a petasos dangles from his neck. He strides forwards
with drawn sword. His outstretched left arm is covered
by his cloak. The posture of the youth is reminiscent of
the representation of Aristogeiton in the celebrated Early
Classical statue group of the Tyrannicides, of which only
replicas have survived. The group represents the friends
Harmodios und Aristogeiton who tried to assassinate the
tyrants Hipparchos and Hippias at the Panathenaea Festival in 514 B.C. Palmette frieze on the shoulder, maeander below. Traces of red miltos. Slightly retouched.
Fissure at the beginning of the handle. Formerly German
art market, 2004. Thereafter priv. coll. Switzerland, until
2013. Thereafter priv. coll. Switzerland. Attic, ca. 470460 B.C. 		 CHF 9,000

A BLACK-FIGURE OINOCHOE. H. 22.4 cm. Clay. Two hoplites crouching towards the left, covering themselves with
small round shields, wearing Corinthian helmets. They are armed each with two spears and one sword. Behind each
one, a tendril. Line and dots as ornaments. Red colour. Reassembled from fragments, complete. Formerly Coll. H. W.,
Switzerland, acquired 1980. Attic, ca. 510 B.C.		
CHF 16,000
A RED-FIGURE ALABASTRON, ATTRIBUTED TO THE
PAINTER OF MUNICH 2676. H. 18 cm. Terracotta. A man
in a himation stands with his body facing the beholder
but his head turned to right. He leans on the staff on his
proper left side; his right arm is akimbo. On the right,
a woman depicted frontally holds a ball of wool over a
basket standing on the ground. A stool between the two
figures. Mouth not belonging (pasticcio). Reassembled,
breaks retouched. Formerly French art market, 2014.
Publ.: J.D. Beazley, Attic Red-Figure Vase-Painters (Oxford 1963) 394, 48. Attic, 500-450 B.C.		 CHF 15,000
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A FRAGMENT OF A RED-FIGURE COLUMN-KRATER,
ATTRIBUTED TO THE SYRACUSE PAINTER. W. 14.5 cm.
Clay. On this fragment from the shoulder of a small column-krater with unframed pictures, the upper part is preserved of Nike in flight to right, her large wings spread
out behind her. She bears offerings: in the palm of her
left hand, she proffers a phiale laden with fruit; in her
right, she holds a wine vessel (oinochoe) by its handle. The
figure to whom she pays tribute, or with whom she interacts, would have adorned the krater’s other side. Recomposed of three fragments; breaks retouched. Added white
for part of the phiale’s contents. Surfaces well preserved;
good black glaze. Glazed inside, save for shoulder. Formerly Coll. Rolf Blatter, Berne. Previously Coll. S.C., Basel,
early 1970s. Publ.: In a letter to the owner dated 28 May
1976, C.M. Robertson writes of this fragment with Nike
that his initial “... idea that it might be by the Syracuse
Painter is probably right after all. It is certainly very like
some of his work.” Attic, ca. 470-460 B.C.
CHF 3,600
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A BLACK-FIGURE EYE-CUP. H. 7.7 cm. Clay. A gorgoneion
stares out menacingly from this small cup’s interior. Outside, between and flanking male eyes with leafy brows,
are six white-fleshed females, five Amazon archers in exotic oriental garb, in company with a dancing maenad,
companion of Dionysos, who is here marked out by her
fawnskin wrap (nebris). Pendant lotus buds occupy the handle zones. Reassembled from fragments, with slight losses
visible about handles. Formerly German priv. coll., before
1988. Publ.: BAPD 19758. J.A. Jordan, Attic Black-figured Eye-cups (Diss. New York University, 1988) 186, W
41; G. Güntner (ed.), Mythen und Menschen: Griechische
Vasenkunst aus einer deutschen Privatsammlung. Exhibition catalogue Würzburg (Mainz, 1997) 46-47, cat. no. 12
(C. Weiss), A-B illus., with additional bibliographical references. Attic, ca. 520 B.C.
CHF 56,000

A FRESCO-FRAGMENT WITH A PYGMY. L. 16 cm. Polychromy on plaster. On a grey base line a pygmy armed
with helmet, round shield and spear with a powerful upper
body and noticeable phallos between his short, rounded
legs. He attacks a large white bird (crane) opposite him,
of which head and neck are preserved. A red blood stain
denotes the stab wound. Short, dark brown strokes for
perspective. Mortar on the back. Formerly Galerie Serodine, Ascona, January 1998. Thereafter Erotica Collection
Christian von Faber-Castell, Küsnacht ZH, Switzerland.
Roman, 1st cent. B.C.-2st cent. A.D. 		 CHF 12,000
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A SMALL RED-FIGURE LEKYTHOS. H. 11.4 cm. Clay.
Vessel for storing oil with slender neck, trumpet-shaped
mouth, a body that broadens slightly and disc-foot (shape
of the Petit Palais Type, cf. J.D. Beazley, Attic Red-Figure
Vase-Painters, Oxford, 2nd edition, 1963, 675 f.). A frieze
of dashes on the reserved shoulder, below it, four palmettes linked by tendrils. The body of the vessel is bordered at the top by a maeander. The picture field depicts

a cloaked youth to left holding the knotty staff typical of
Athenian citizens in his outstretched right hand. The left
arm below the garment is akimbo. Traces of a white fillet
visible in his short hair. The facial features with heavy
chin are typical of the Severe Style. Minor wear to surface
retouched, paint partially abraded. From the estate of a
Swiss private collector; object was acquired 1987 from
Fortuna, Zurich. Attic, ca. 480 B.C.		 CHF 2,800
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